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CONTENTS:
At iPipeline, our clear vision
of leadership and innovation
of financial products keeps
us focused on helping the UK
insurance market achieve
greater numbers of protection
conversations.
Flexibility is key. We’re seeing
the shift towards personalisation
of solutions and the importance
of addressing requirements
from common conditions, to
supporting more specialist
customer segments with their
more complex conditions.
Our analysis of data also helps us
make decisions, solve problems
and optimise outcomes. By
understanding the way advisers
use our software we can steer
the direction of development and
functional enhancements to help
with the needs of this specialist
market. Increasing numbers
of businesses are catering for
this diversity by providing more

unusual cover options, ensuring
better cover for a wider cross
section of the customer market.
Another very important area for
us is our solution, SSG Digital,
which you will read more about
later in this edition of iPipeline
Quarterly. Not only are advisers
able to realise the risks and
opportunities of change in real
time so that they can be more
proactive, but customers are also
very much more engaged than
the more traditional models of
the past. We are well and truly
embracing this digital revolution
and are already seeing the
benefits this brings to our own
clients.
Wishing you an enjoyable
Summer.
If you have any feedback on our
solutions or any ideas which we
can help with, please get in touch.
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WHAT IS YOUR CLIENT’S
MOST VALUABLE ASSET?
BY JUSTIN HARPER,
HEAD OF PROTECTION MARKETING, LV=

Many of your clients might
consider their most valuable
asset to be their house, car,
maybe their pension savings or
the prospect of an inheritance.
But like most, they’ll overlook
the obvious – themselves and
their ability to earn.

So, how can we protect this
treasure for your clients? The
Income Protection (IP) world
is a vibrant one, with plenty
of proposition changes from
insurers which are helping to
demonstrate the increasingly
everyday value of IP and a more
holistic response to the wider
experiences of
people who need
to take time off
...while people have
work.

Their income pays
for everything
- the essential
everyday bills
such as mortgage, money worries, rarely
rent, utilities and
does anyone wake up For example,
food, plus the
with a screaming urge we’re witnessing
comfortable extras to protect their most
the introduction
such as holidays,
of more lump
valuable
asset
–
their
nights out and
sum type
income – against the
treats. Income
benefits – for
possibility of a life
doesn’t just cover
events such as
today’s expenses
death, fractures
shock. “
- it also fuels their
and, recently
savings, pension
from LV=, a
contributions and
child’s serious
their family’s future.
illness. No parent wants to think
about their child becoming
And while people have money
seriously ill. Unfortunately, this
worries, rarely does anyone
is a reality for some families.
wake up with a screaming urge
LV= Parent and Child cover
to protect their most valuable
provides parents with a lump
asset – their income – against
sum benefit of 6x their monthly
the possibility of a life shock.
cover amount up to £25,000 if
Instead, they’re more likely to
their child is diagnosed with a
insure their mobile phone or
specific condition. This benefit
their much-loved pug (more
gives parents a financial cushion
contracts they wouldn’t be able at a time where all they’ll want
to pay should they lose their
to worry about is taking care of
income). Income is an overtheir little one.
looked and under-appreciated
treasure.
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Early intervention support
is also becoming the norm,
demonstrating that IP is far more
than just a financial pay-out.
Rehab support services from
LV= are available as soon as the
policyholder is unable to work even during the waiting period
- offering essential services and
care such as, physiotherapy,
psychological support, and return
to work services.
Specialist cover is widely
available for clients in specific
occupations such as doctors,
dentists, surgeons and teachers.
With LV= and other providers
offering sick pay guarantees
that take into account industry
specific sick pay arrangements.
And, not forgetting those clients
in riskier occupations where
a more affordable age-costed
approach can be offered for
clients working in jobs such
as electricians, plumbers and
nurses under Personal Sick Pay
from LV=.
As an industry we’ve come to
know that it’s not just physical
issues that should be guarded
against, openness about mental
health has come on leaps and
bounds, and we’re all getting
familiar with the statistics. The
most recent figures show that
one in six of us are experiencing
a common mental health issue in
any given week¹.

Mental health is a leading
their policy, LV= can remove that
reason for IP claims, and where
exclusion after one, two or three
a client has experienced mental
years upon request.
health problems it doesn’t
This leads us on nicely to the
necessarily mean they can’t get
non-claim (almost ‘preventative’)
cover. Where it’s led to time off
work within the last two to three services through the likes
of GP services,
years, IP providers
prescriptions,
are more likely to
health checks
apply an exclusion,
and medical/
So,
income
is
rather than a full
counselling support.
your client’s most
decline. LV= has
gone further,
important valuable All make IP far
more meaningful,
and is the only
asset; they need to relevant and
provider currently
protect it. And IP
engaging for clients.
offering ‘automatic
is
proving
far
more
For example, LV=
reviewable
exclusion’ periods, than just a financial Doctor Services
has recently
safety net…
at point of sale
been extended
and without the
to offer remote
need for additional
psychological
medical evidence.
services, remote physiotherapy
That’s really important for
and discounted health MOTs
cases of mental health (which
as well as the existing remote
represent about half of all our
GP, prescriptions and second
reviewable exclusions²). If your
opinion services.
client has a history of mental
health problems, but has no
These value added services can
further issues after taking out
help provide a simple remedy

for the everyday trials such as
taking time out to see a GP about
a minor ailment (for you or your
little ones), or those nagging
back pains, or when life gets on
top of you and you’re feeling
anxious and stressed, without
the need to actually claim.
So, income is your client’s most
important valuable asset; they
need to protect it. And IP is
proving far more than just a
financial safety net, with tailormade protection available for
more people and holistic support
at the big ‘moment of truth’ at
claim, and for those bumps in the
road of life too.
1: Mind 2: LV= September - March 2019

If you’d like to find out more
about Income Protection from
LV= then contact your
LV= Account Manager,
call 0800 032 4219 or visit
LV.com/Adviser.

28286-2019
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COMPLIANCE

“WHO’S GOING TO LOOK AFTER
YOU WHEN YOU’RE OLD?”
BY DEEPAK JOBANPUTRA,
DEPUTY CEO, VITALITYLIFE

It’s a question creeping
up the social agenda, but
one that few clients even
want to consider.

life care. However, only
12% expect the NHS to foot
the bill. 58% worry about
developing Alzheimer’s/
dementia and an equal
percentage worry about being
If you have clients who have
able to perform activities
already taken care of – and
of daily living, yet only 20%
more importantly, funded
of us expect our children to
– their potential later life
support us. Understandably,
care needs, let me be the
therefore, 68% of people
first to congratulate them
worry about future care costs,
for their admirable powers
with 58% struggling to even
of foresight. They certainly
quantify them2. With laterare in a very select group of
over
people. For everyone else the life care bills exceeding
3
£30,000 a year , it’s unlikely
issue of planning for a future
that may involve having to live personal savings will be able
to fill such a gap.
with dementia, Alzheimer’s,
Parkinson’s, stroke or frailty
So there’s little point ignoring
is one which grows ever more the issue, particularly as
relevant.
the increase in later life
At current rates, around
a million people in the UK
will have dementia by 2025,
rising to two million by
20501. As a result, consumer
research into views on later
life conducted by Vitality
revealed that 71% of us
expect a steep increase in
the numbers needing later-
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conditions and the rise in
life expectancy seem set to
continue. It’s precisely why
we’ve launched a world-first
for the protection industry:
the Dementia and FrailCare
Cover plan, designed to
help support people as they
prepare for their later years.

THE IMPORTANCE OF
COMPLIANCE – TAKING A
METHODICAL APPROACH
BY CHANTEL MCGILL, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
CONSULTANT, IPIPELINE UK

Cover at no extra upfront cost
or underwriting, it could help
towards the cost of caring
for dementia, Alzheimer’s,
Parkinson’s, stroke and
frailty. For the duration of
the cover term, your clients
enjoy the highest levels of
serious illness protection.
Then, when the term ends, it
automatically converts into a
fund to help pay for their later
life care.
With the added financial
security our new plan brings,
we hope this is an important
first step on the long road to
addressing this urgent social
issue. Because, however much
we try to avoid it now, it’s
something the vast majority
of your clients will have to
face eventually.
Find out more about
Dementia and FrailCare
Cover here.

Available on Serious Illness

Alzheimer’s Research UK, Prevalence by age in the UK, 2018
Internal Vitality research: research design – 1001 robust online consumer interviews. 585 SIC/CIC plan owners aged 30-70 and 416 SIC/CIC considerers
aged 30-50, with broad spread of age/gender/geographies conducted 10-15 August 2018
Mintel - Planning for Long-Term Care - UK - September 2017

Advising on protection has
significantly changed in the last
ten years since I joined iPipeline.
Clients’ lives are no longer
stepping along the traditional
timeline of getting married,
buying your first home and
having children. In sync with this,
it’s no longer a case of default
to a standard Decreasing Term
policy to cover a mortgage, most
providers understand these
changing dynamics
and now offer a range
of benefits to protect
clients against differing
life events. As for
advisers, this makes
advising on protection
more of a minefield
than ever before
along with the need to
contend with stricter
compliance rules.
In my day to day
role I offer training
and support on our protection
solution, SolutionBuilder. This
covers face to face meetings
as well as remote training and
support sessions. As part of
this, the subject of compliance
is mentioned everyday and
not always in the best light.
Compliance isn’t a topic known
to elicit laughter, in fact most
advisers associate it with
documentation, rules and
regulations. It got me thinking
about gameshows and the
similarities.

As a youngster I loved watching
the original Wheel of Fortune.
Contestants would take a risk
spinning the wheel in the hope
they would be going home with
a juicy prize pot, or cringing
when they unluckily landed on
bankrupt. The problem solver
in me loved guessing the letters
the contestants would give and
solving the word puzzle. For
advisers, selling protection can

feel like they are the contestant
and the gameshow host all in the
same meeting. Advisers are not
clairvoyants and can’t predict
what’s going to happen to a
specific client however, they can
advise on the likelihood of an
event taking place and educating
the client on how best to protect
themselves and their family.
The Phrase Puzzle is the adviser
using their skills and knowledge
to advise on the best product in
the market for their particular
circumstances.

Compliance on the other hand
is the Million Pound Drop.
Answer a question incorrectly
and you have to unwind a case
and potentially lose some of
your commission. For advisers,
the administration process
can be tedious – completing
the full fact-find and suitability
letter along with those in a call
centre environment needing to
have calls listened in on. One
discrepancy in any
of these processes
can be found to be
a fail in regards to a
compliance check.
Like the Million
Pound Drop, the
best approach to
compliance is a slow
and steady, methodical
approach.
With all of the above
in mind, our focus is
to deliver technology
that supports the protection
conversation, streamlines
processes, improves compliance
outcomes and adds overall value
to the user – whether it’s for the
provider, adviser, paraplanner,
support team.
To find out more about how
SolutionBuilder can assist with
your protection advice journey,
contact us on 01242 211705.
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DIGITAL
CHANGE
PROTECTION

HOW REVIEWING CURRENT SALES
PROCESSES COULD MAKE YOU
MORE EFFICIENT…SAVING YOU TIME,
AND COVERING MORE CLIENTS
BY NEIL MCCARTHY,
CHIEF COMMERCIAL OFFICER, LIFEQUOTE
Financial services is rapidly
changing, arguably supporting
customer-selling preferences in
many more ways, with CRMs,
research tools, quote portals
and calculators simplifying
some of this complexity,
allowing advisers to focus on
explaining difficult concepts
to customers. It’s no surprise
that outsourcing is frequently
used in our industry because
of the sheer breadth of your
clients’ requirements. In the
investment market, advisers
use fund managers to outsource
the investment decisions, in
pensions and SSIP planning most
use a product wrap with third
party investment managers. In
the mortgage market, specialists
support the adviser’s mortgage
process, with aspects of the
entire transaction delivered
by different parties, involving
lenders, surveyors and the legal
profession.
In the Protection market, where
typically the sales process hasn’t
changed for years, there are
opportunities to evaluate your
sales process and identify what
components are the real “value
add” delivered by advisers.
If I simplify the protection
sales cycle we have customer
acquisition, identifying the
needs, agreeing the solution,
and the execution of the
6

agreed plans. For Protection
sales I suggest uncovering
the opportunity, helping the
customer understand the
benefits and agreeing the best,
most affordable solution are the
key activities that adds value to
your business. The collection
of the application data, keying
into insurer systems and the
often long-winded underwriting
processes can be left to
outsource specialists.
LifeQuote have been working
with advisers to provide
comprehensive administration
and new business support on
Protection business since 2001,
and have had our administration
service integration live with
SolutionBuilder since 2017.
WHY WOULD YOU CHOOSE
LIFEQUOTE TO ADMINISTER
YOUR SERVICES?
Advisers work with us because
we provide a simple to use,
consistent administration
service, backed up with a
detailed pan insurer tracking
system, regardless of the insurer
or the product. The application
becomes 3 simple online
screens, with most advisers
using our tele-interviewing
service, where we contact
the client at the agreed time,
complete the application asking
the insurers exact questions,

and submitting the application
promptly and professionally on
the insurer intranet. With all our
calls being recorded we take the
risk of any non-disclosure away
from you and your business.
And whilst automated
underwriting systems do
help put simple cases on risk,
more complex lives, and those
with multi benefit solution
will frequently need hours of
admin time. We provide you
with dedicated Case Managers
who update you and your
client by phone, text or email,
with everything noted on Case
Tracking. We operate on a
commission share or fee basis so
you can easily evaluate whether
we provide tangible financial
benefits to you.
Challenging the way you operate
is always painful, but can create
efficiencies, save you time and
reduce your risk. Think about
your last Protection case – could
we have made your life simpler?
To find out more about
LifeQuote’s services and the
integration via SolutionBuilder
contact Neil McCarthy on
neil.mccarthy@lifequote.co.uk
or salessupport@lifequote.
co.uk or call 01243 791199.

EMBRACING DIGITISATION
BY CHRIS SAMUEL,
ACCOUNT DIRECTOR, IPIPELINE UK

In today’s digitally connected
world, norms are constantly
changing and protection is no
different. Huge strides have
been made in how we quote,
apply and purchase policies and
much more can still be done.
Yet we still operate an analogue
mindset when it comes to post
sale policy management.
Given the policies we are selling
are for an average of 20 years,
this seems beyond a little odd.
Traditional thinking has been
that once sold, a policy is locked
away in a drawer, only to be
opened in the event of a claim,
while the insurer carries out
the routine administration and
servicing functions of premium
collection, escalation, address
changes etc. Advisers and
customers were effectively kept
at arm’s length and everything
needed to go through the
insurer’s servicing team.
However, this does not need
to be today’s digital operating
model. Customers and advisers
need a truly digital platform
giving them the control to
self-administer their policy
as and when there is a change
in lifestyle. This isn’t a case
of outsourcing servicing to
the adviser or customer.
Instead, life events and system
notifications are generating
engagement to ensure both
parties are aware of the risk,

consequence or opportunity to
proactively address them.
LifeSearch CEO, Tom Baigrie
was recently in the press
discussing the need for
notifications of events to
create opportunities for
engagement. While a simple
missed direct debit could just
be an admin issue, it could
indicate a financial unravelling
necessitating a claim but we
must not simply rely on chase
cycle processes to address both
the functional issue and the
wider opportunity or risk that it
presents.

Most insurers will have a single
customer view and customer
updates can be pushed from
one platform to others to
ensure that a customer’s
change of details are actioned
from an administration
perspective. However, changing
address is more than just an
administration task. From a

protection standpoint, when
a customer changes their
address, the likelihood is that
their protection needs have
also changed.
For a bank, the new mortgage
details may already be known,
so this not only presents a
proactive contact but a real
time indicative quote or
cover upgrade opportunity.
And that’s before we’ve even
talked about harnessing the
availability of other third party
data to drive relevant, tailored
conversations.
The new digital operating
model is about ensuring those
best placed to carry out tasks
do so, and that advisers and
customers are kept informed
in real time to changes, risks
and opportunities. That’s not
to say the insurer’s back office
teams can’t carry out such
tasks, the key point is that they
no longer have to, so activity
only remains in their domain
by choice. The end game is
that only clerical underwriting,
claims assessment and payment
collection management need to
remain solely in the realm of the
insurer. The freed-up resource
moves to alternative tasks that
continue to make a difference.
The days of buying a policy and
then forgetting about it are well
and truly over.
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EVOLVING
PROTECTION
SERVICES

CONNECTIONS 2019 –
AN IMPRESSIVE PLATFORM
FOR EVOLVING SERVICES
BY IAN MCKENNA, FTRC
The annual iPipeline
Connections conference in
Las Vegas is a regular date in
my diary every year. The city is
America’s primary conference
location and while it may be
perceived as a hospitality event,
the reality is very different. A
very full agenda makes it a busy
couple of days. Probably due
to such misconceptions usually
I am the only UK delegate,
other than iPipeline’s own staff.
Missing Connections is in my
view a mistake, as it gives great
insight into the way iPipeline are
evolving as a business overall,
and the additional services they
could offer to the UK market.
The iPipeline UK operation is
now a very different business
to the Assureweb operation the
company acquired from a group
of insurers seven years ago. Not
only have huge advances been
made in what is offered to UK
advisers via their portal, as well
as launching the SolutionBuilder
multi quote system and XRAE
new business service, they have
made a number of other highly
complementary acquisitions.
A good example is TCP
LifeSystems which became part
of iPipeline in January 2018.
As part of the acquisition came
the flagship offering known as
the Self-Serve Generation (SSG)
Digital platform. SSG Digital
8
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now provides the life insurance
I also like how The Exeter has
administration for a growing
used the system to launch a
number of providers, including
diabetes product to enable
Aviva, The Exeter and most
policyholders to submit regular
recently Zurich. Each of these
medical data via an app and
insurers have gained significant
benefit from reduced premiums
additional functionality,
if they can demonstrate their
providing major advantages
condition is under control. As
over other UK life offices’ core
we move to a world of mass
technology
personalisation
when it comes
this is exactly the
to delivering
sort of capability
If an insurer does not
enhanced
insurers will need
want to spend vast
services to
embedded in
amounts building
advisers and
their operational
expensive
proprietary
consumers.
platforms to
systems, being able to meet evolving
While the reaccess this capability
consumers and
platforming of
adviser needs.
out of the box can
the investment
both reduce cost and
side of Aviva
While Vitality are
accelerate speed to
attracted a lot
very effectively
market.
of headlines in
using their app to
the last year,
build customer
the migration of
engagement
the life systems went by almost
and encourage general positive
unnoticed and is delivering real
health behaviour, being able
benefits. Over 80% of protection to deploy such technology
new business cases are getting
to capture ongoing risk
immediate underwriting
information and meet the needs
decisions, with a further 10%
of an important constituency
being underwritten in under
of consumers for whom life
48 hours. This is not just down
insurance is particularly
to SSG Digital; Aviva’s own
valuable is equally important. It
Quantum AI engine plays a
gives them access to insurance
crucial role in the process. What at more affordable terms where
SSG Digital delivers is a platform appropriate, which is timely
for protection in the digital age,
given the present political and
providing the ability to support
regulatory focus on the subject.
real-time information and selfserve capability.

If an insurer does not want to
spend vast amounts building
expensive proprietary
systems, being able to access
this capability out of the box
can both reduce cost and
accelerate speed to market.
How many insurers or friendly
societies could justify the cost
effectiveness of building this
service themselves?
In terms of bottom line impact,
Zurich, for example, have more
than doubled their business
volumes year on year. While
the company acknowledge
that short-term, such a level
of increase has brought some
operational challenges, my
understanding is that the
delays were primarily as a
result of a need to recruit more
underwriters, with these now in
place.

array of services were presented
which can greatly enhance
the customer experience of
life cover and build ongoing
relationships with protection
clients in the way that the
Protection Distributors Group
and others are rightly keen to
encourage.
SSG Digital was just one of the
services I learned a lot about at
this year’s Connections. Other
valuable content included an
update on iPipeline InsureSight
artificial intelligence platform
and their Alpha Trust electronic
signatures proposition. Both
of these could bring a lot of
benefits to the UK life insurance
industry. While space doesn’t
allow me to cover these here I
will write about them separately
soon.

Not all of this increase will be
down to technology for they
substantially enhanced their
products last year and now
have excellent quality and
economy options. However such
increases are only sustainable
when a business has the right
operational platform in place, so
SSG Digital will certainly have
played an important part in this.
I am hearing very positive
things from each insurer using
the platform and an impressive
9

INCOME PROTECTION

WHAT HAS DRIVEN AN INCREASE
IN INCOME PROTECTION SALES?
PRODUCT, PRICE OR PROCESS?
BY MIKE ALLISON, HEAD OF PROTECTION, PARADIGM
MORTGAGE SERVICES AND PARADIGM PROTECT

If you’re not using Source, you obviously don’t want

£56,533 and a hot tub!*

As I meet with most Protection
Providers on a regular basis,
it has become evident that a
significant area of growth for
our business at Paradigm has
been in Income Protection (IP),
especially within the past two
years.
Whilst it is a hugely positive
step for Paradigm as a business,
it is sometimes good to look
‘under the bonnet’ to assess the
reasons why.
An increasing number of
clients are finding themselves
in the ‘Generation Rent’
sector and whilst this doesn’t
necessarily fit with Mortgage
Brokers who are helping to
find clients a mortgage, many
are talking to their clients who
are in transition to arranging
a mortgage and are looking at
Income Protection for them at
that stage.
The advent of the Short-Term
Income Protection products
offered by many Providers has
undoubtedly helped in relation
to affordability and could also
be seen as a major factor in
supporting the trend, with
average prices for IP still looking
at least stable if not slightly
cheaper than previously.

Your Property Insurance Experts
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* Commission is based on 46 cases per year at 27.5% and 90% retention over a 5 year period. Hot tub is a real example of a purchase made
by a broker with Source Rewards vouchers.

We have also seen a significant
increase of those working in
the self-employed sector in

the past five years or so which
has also provided IFAs with an
opportunity to discuss IP with
those who have left the relative
“safety” of employment and
perhaps a package of benefits
from their employer.

truly whole of market panel
has coincided with the specific
growth of IP and many firms
at our regular meetings up
and down the country are now
almost evangelical about the
software’s ability to fit products
with client needs and at a price
A further factor may be Claims,
they can afford. The latter being
specifically from one or two
most important given that
particular notable areas. In an
statistical data supports the fact
increasingly
that policies with
busy world it
higher premiums
will not have
often have a greater
escaped the
The evolution
risk of cancellation.
attention of
of iPipeline’s
most that stress
Brokers with access
SolutionBuilder
related claims,
to the wealth of
product
has
provided
especially in the
information they
a
major
boost
for
workplace, are
collect when writing
Paradigm firms.
on the increase.
Mortgages can
This may have
now fully assess
struck a chord
affordability whilst
with many
delivering the right
and has driven them to seek
mix of products for clients –
products and related services to Treating Customers Fairly whilst
help them if this were to happen protecting their most valuable
to them.
asset.
In reality, I believe that
simplified processes have helped
to generate the increase in sales,
specifically in the Mortgage
Broker based market.
The evolution of iPipeline’s
SolutionBuilder product has
provided a major boost for
Paradigm firms.
Access to a free version of the
software linked to Paradigm’s
11

PROTECTION
COVERING
RISKS

INDEMNITY VS
NON-INDEMNITY
BY KISH GOHIL,
SENIOR PROTECTION CONSULTANT,
JLM MORTGAGE SERVICES
Most brokers would probably
bite your hand off if this bout
was a 12-round heavy-weight
main event and they were given
100 to 1 odds on a first-round
knockout in favour of indemnity.
But, maybe we should hold tight
and look at the bigger picture.

THE IPIPELINE CUSTOMER PORTAL IS HERE!
By using our portal you will have access to:

Training
Resources

Product
FAQs

Live Chat

Feedback Loop

with Customer Support

Knowledgebase
Articles

Detailed Guidance
on our Products

help.ipipeline.uk.com

We’ve all had those months
when things are going really well,
clients are happy (even with the
odd bit of positive feedback to
management) and bankings are
healthy. Then… suddenly, that
big case you did last year claws
back and that’s £5k knocked off
your £15k in the second week
before cut-off.
Your hopes of hitting your £25k
personal target for the month
seems all the more laborious.
Subconsciously, morale drops. A
negative frame of mind creeps
in like a thief in the night and
steals your momentum. You
feel as though the rug has been
pulled from under your feet and
sense a need to play catch-up to
recoup your ‘lost earnings’.
The truth is, though you may get
paid a lump sum for indemnity,
that money isn’t really yours
until after the clawback period
has come to an end. It can
(rather harshly), be viewed as a
liability. Of course, in real terms,
your accountant won’t record
it as such, otherwise on paper

we’d all be bankrupt, particularly
those of us who write big
numbers!
In an ideal world, nonindemnity would be by far
the chosen method of being
remunerated. Sadly, in a
hierarchical structure, which
in most cases is completely
justified, this is just not feasible.
There are overheads. Pension
contributions. Retention
of great advisers which the
company doesn’t want to lose.
And let’s not forget the almighty
pay check at the end of the
month which would take an age
to have built up to a reasonable
sum which we’re used to if
we were to consider the nonindemnity route.
As there are no signs of insurers
changing their stance, or
offering any type of alternative
which hedges the risk of
clawback, we could perhaps try
and fix the machine in which we
work.

would be tough, particularly
for firms who employ their
advisers, who’ll have their own
financial commitments which
are currently being satisfied
by being indemnified. But, in
the long-term, the reduced
risk of clawback coupled with
an ongoing income could help
sustain the business and help it
to grow.
In this sector, which is as
competitive as ever, it’s ever
more important to cover our
own risks ourselves and not take
indemnity as a given with a
laissez-faire approach.
If the odds were 100 to 1 in
favour of indemnity for a firstround knockout, imagine what
they’d be in favour of nonindemnity and you cashed in…
Kish@jlmms.co.uk
www.jlmmortgages.co.uk
@JLMMortgageSvs

If we were to perhaps carry
on as normal with indemnity,
but write some of the larger
cases on a non-indemnity basis,
we could hedge some of the
risk ourselves and of course
earn more – albeit spread
over a period. Yes, this would
mean initially taking a ‘pay
cut’, but it can be done slowly
and steadily. The transition
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NEWS YOU MAY HAVE MISSED
Awards
iPipeline were recognised as ‘Best Tech Provider’ in the COVER Customer
Care Awards 2019. We’re thrilled with this accolade as it demonstrates the
dedication and passion of iPipeline looking after our customers’.
We are excited too for the results of the Protection Review Awards 2019
in which we’ve been shortlisted in 5 categories. Roll on 11th July when we’ll
be finding out more!
We are also finalists in two categories at the 2019 Women in Financial Advice Awards.
We couldn’t be prouder of our teams!
Primis Mortgage Network completes its protection proposition with the adoption of iPipeline’s
SolutionBuilder across their entire network. This partnership will help to improve protection
advice and sales, ultimately helping to grow the protection market.
iPipeline expands distribution team with two key new appointments. We are delighted to
welcome Andy Milburn as National Account Manager and Dave Mills as Business Development
Consultant to provide optimum support to our accounts and continued exceptional service.

TO STAY UP-TO-DATE WITH THE LATEST NEWS AND
UPDATES FROM IPIPELINE, FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

IPIPELINE CUSTOMER SUPPORT
If you need any support with using any of the iPipeline Services, you can get in touch
with our Customer Support Team on the contact details below.

0345 408 4022 		

uk.support@ipipeline.com
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ENQUIRIES PLEASE CONTACT:
SIMON DUFFIN
01242 211830
SDUFFIN@IPIPELINE.COM
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JENNY BURT
01242 211726
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Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained within this newsletter.
All information was correct as of publication. The information contained in this publication is targeted
at financial advisers and their agents. iPipeline Limited, registered office: 3rd Floor Montpellier House,
Montpellier Drive, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, GL50 1TY. Registered in England, number 03033012.

